
Autumn leaf bowls and tea light holders
As the days get shorter and the leaves on the trees are tinged with gold, it’s good to settle down with a 
lovely cup of tea and a couple of candles.

The perfect time to get creative again… These lovely DIY FIMO leaves are really easy to make yourself and are ideal 
as bowls for keeping odds and ends, jewellery or paper clips in. But as autumn tea light holders these pretty leaf 
bowls also bring an atmospheric touch to every home. Whether they‘re marbled or in single colours, they‘re guaran-
teed to create that autumn feeling!

You can find our products in 
well-stocked sales outlets. 
Should you have any queries, 
please call our hotline: 
+49 911- 93 65-888.

Have fun crafting! 

material

1

level of difficulty
easy medium hard
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You will also require:
Metal bowl, knife, scissors

You will need these STAEDTLER articles:

Product Colour Art. no. Quantity 3

FIMO soft in various autumn colours emerald 
green

8020-56 1

Modelling tool --- 8711 1

Acrylic roller --- 8700 05 1

 shopping / material list

Autumn leaf bowls and tea light holders

I regularly present my ideas in TV shows and have already written three DIY books, e.g. „Weihnachtliches 
aus FIMO“. I share plenty of inspiration around the subjects of DIY, illustration and design on my blog meinfeenstaub.com. Enjoy!

I am Lisa Tihanyi, 
a passionate blogger, 

and always looking for new DIY ideas. 
My motto is: Self-made is all that counts!



Make a ball from one and a half blocks of FIMO emerald 
green and roll this into a 0.5 mm sheet using the acrylic 
roller. 

Tip: Work directly on baking paper so that you don’t 
have to detach your design from the surface it is on and 
can put it in the oven without damaging it.
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Cut out your desired leaf template and place the paper 
template on the FIMO sheet.

Instructions for autumn leaf bowls

Cut out the outline of the leaf from the FIMO sheet using 
a knife.

If necessary, smooth the edges with the modelling tool.
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easy medium hard
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Roll the remaining FIMO into a long, thin sausage and 
cut into short lengths.
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Arrange these on the leaf to form the veins.

Instructions for autumn leaf bowls

Then score finer veins onto the FIMO leaf using the mo-
delling tool.
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level of difficulty
easy medium hard
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To create the gentle curve of the bowl, place the FIMO 
leaf in the metal bowl. As it hardens it will give your 
bowl a nice rounded shape.

Then harden the leaf in the bowl in a preheated oven for 
30 minutes at 110°C / 230° F. Once the bowl has cooled, 
remove the leaf – and you’re done!
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Instructions for autumn leaf bowls

As an option: marbling

Form two 1/2 blocks of FIMO in different colours into 
balls and then roll into sausages. Twist the two sausages 
tightly together.

Roll the twisted sausage into a ball and knead it until you 
have created a pretty marbled effect.

Next roll the FIMO ball out into a sheet using the acrylic 
roller. When you’ve created a lovely marbled design, cut 
out the leaf shape and complete the bowl as described 
above.

Tip:
Work in progress and left-over material should be 
protected against sun and heat and can be stored 
in a screw-top jar or in cling film to protect it from 
dust and dirt.
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Templates for autumn leaf bowls
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level of difficulty
easy medium hard
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